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The Olympic Rainbow Curriculum uses the follow
schemes of work to accredit pupils achievements:
• EQUALS Moving on
• AQA Unit Award Scheme
• ASDAN Personal Progress
• Arts Award -Discover

Literacy

Our topic this term is ‘Letters and
Postcards! Pupils will be learning how
to layout a letter, write a letter, send
a letter and read a reply. We will also
be sending electronic letters… emails.
During the second half of the term we
will be learning about postcards, pupils
will learn when you might send a
postcard, how to send a postcard and
will even be creating their own
Christmas Postcards to send to family
and friends.
Numeracy
This term we will be focusing on
Measurement. During the first half term
we will be exploring language related to
capacity and how it applies it in real life
situations such as shopping or cooking.
There will be lots of practical
opportunities for pupils to practice using
measurement by following recipe's for
different food and drinks.
During the second half of the term we
will be exploring length, pupils will be
learning how to measure using a ruler and
tape measure and record results.

Physical
Pupils will be taking part in PE sessions this
year weekly on a Tuesday, lead by a Youth
Dreams Sports coach.
Olympic Rainbow will be continuing to take
part in Goldhay Arts Dance and Fitness
sessions virtually on a Wednesday morning.
Please can they come to College
appropriate clothing on these days.
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Vocational Studies
During the first half term we will be looking at anti bullying and
how to be a good friend. This topic will explore physical,
emotional and cyber bulling in different contexts such as at
home, college and in the workplace.
During the second half of the term we will be learning about self
presentation. Pupils will be learning how to dress for an
interview and work situations, including why uniform is
important. Pupils will also be learning to greet people and
present information to others.
World Studies
In World Studies this term we will be looking at
the Human Body. Pupils will be learning about
different parts of their body such as their
skeleton, heart and lungs. Pupils will be learning
about the importance and function of body parts in
staying fit and healthy.

Independent Living
During the first half of the Autumn term we are going to be
learning about ‘Personal Hygiene’. Pupils will be learning the
importance of hand hygiene, dental hygiene and clean clothes.
We will be practicing good hygiene routines and using different
products.
In the second half of the term we will be looking at ‘Body
awareness and physical changes’. This will include pupils looking
at ageing from birth to being an elderly adult and considering
how their bodies have changed. We will also be learning the
names of body parts including private areas and learning about
the importance of personal space. During this topic will also be
touching upon consent and inappropriate touching.
Pupils will be continuing to cook their own meals weekly, this will
be on a Thursday. Due to the Coronavirus situation, pupils will
not be shopping for their own ingredients, they will however be
choosing what they would like to cook. Where possible we will
order food via a delivery or click and collect service.
ICT
In ICT pupils will be exploring the world
of Photography, we will be developing
skills in taking different photos using
laptops, IPADS and camera’s. We will also
be developing ICT skills in editing
photographs,
printing
photographs,
adding them to documents and we will
even be making our own photo products.

